Are you...
• a student in grade 10, 11 or 12 who likes the sciences?
• interested in learning more about career options in medicine and the health sciences?
• looking for an opportunity to interact with researchers, clinicians and educators in their work settings?

This event may be for you! The day includes a dynamic keynote lecture, two interactive workshops and a Career Panel Q&A.

The Canadian Medical Hall of Fame is committed to fostering inclusion and supporting the leadership efforts at Canadian universities to change the diversity pathway to medicine and the health sciences. We encourage students who self-identify as Indigenous, Black or a Person of Colour, or who come from a rural or known disadvantaged socioeconomic background to attend this event.

I really liked everything and felt I learned a lot about health sciences. I feel more prepared about making future schooling decisions and have better insight about what I would like to do and how to get there. Today was great and I had lots of fun! - Discovery Day Participant

To register for Discovery Day or get more information, talk to your guidance counsellor or science teacher today!

cdnmedhall.ca/discoverydays